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The widespread distribution of landforms and deposits

indicative of mass movement in the Redwood Creek basin

suggests ... th at l!iClSS.tlIovemen t.ha$.. b~en.....an. ..... i tn.poI;tant pro~ess

for a considerable time. The presence of these features in

many areas that are now apparently stable suggests that, on

a long term basis, mass movement processes were formerly

more extensive. However, comparison of sequential aerial

photographs of the Redwood Creek basin indicates that there

was an acceleration of mass movement activity in the basin

over the past 25 years. The most important changes occurred

adjacent to the channels of r.edwood Creek and its major

tributaries. Four major floods (in 1953, 1955, 1964, and

1972) and intensive timber harvest altered slope stability

conditions in the basin. Evidence from photointerpretation

and field observations indicates that both timber harvest

and the severe floods played a major role in the increase in

landslide activity, and that .their effects are complexly

interrelated. The most important effects of timber harvest

on slope stability result from major slope disturbances

associated with logging road systems, from the removal of

root support, and from the action of fluvial processes on

cutover land. Ploods decrease slope stability mainly by

erodinq toe support from the lower slopes adjacent to stream

channels, and by inducing high pore pressures and seepage
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forces in these slopes. The concentration of landslides on

the ~lopes adjacent. t.o stream channels and the distribution

of landslides in time suggest that. flocds have had t.he most

direct effect on the inc reas:' in Ian d51i de activity.
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North Coast Region result from a distinctive combination of

t.he

taken

of

is documented

photographs

history

an interpretation of the,;

The

aerial

The principle objectives of the

sequential

california.

by

movemp.nt processes are actively shaping much

northwestern

primarily

mass movement in the Redwood Creek basin" 2) documentation

landscape and appear. to be responsible for much of th8 high

This study examines the history of slope stability,

lithology, soils, tectonic history, climate, and land use.

The North Coast Region of California is one of the

the relative importance of mass ,movement in eroding the

most actively eroding areas in the world, and the sediment

loads of the Eel River, Had River, Redwood Creek, and other

streams which drain· this· area.-ar~.-extremely. high.• _.Mass

periodically since 1936.

basin that is in many ways typical of larger portions of

stream sediment loads. The overall rapidity of erosion and

and mass movement in the drainage basin of Reuwoou Creek, a

of the changes in mass movement activity that have occurred

~ovement processes rather than other erosional processes

because various forms of mass movement app.ar to account for

in the last 37 years, and 3)

a large proportion of the total amount of erosion in this

area, and because these processes can be easi~y 'observed on

\

study are: 1) the identification of the nature and extent of

reasons for those changes. The study concentrates on mass
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readily available aerial photography.

\ ......
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previous studies concerning mass movement

processes - in -the North-'-Coast--region -- of··-California.are

scarce. Kojan (1968) has measured creep rates in various

parts of the North Coast Ranges. Regional planning studies

for the Eel and Mad River areas, including the basin of

Redwood Creek, (U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, River Planning

Staff and others, 1970), evaluated the role of landslides

and other erosional mechanisms in stream sediment production

by interpreting aerial photographs from a random grid and

ohtaining auxiliary field data. Landslide conditions in the

Eel River basin vere studied on a reccnnaissance level by

Lorens, Dwyer, and Scott (1971). Photointerpreta~ion of

landslide deposits and landslide susceptibility for land use

planning is being done in parts of the San Prancisco Bay

area by the u.S. Geological survey in conjunction with the

u.S. Dept. Of Housing and Urban Development (See for

example, Nilsen, 1972). The present study presents some 0

the most detailed maps of mass movement phenomena yet

prepared for the North Coast region, and is the first

attempt to summarize the recent history of these phenomena.
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total relief of about 5000 feet. Local relief for half mile

Thus, the basin is

5 is a topographic map of
. _.-- -- -- -- - ~- .~~ -- . -_. - - _. --- -

Plate

In .st.r-ai.ght .li.ne dista,nces, the basin is about 47

is indicated in Figure 1.

miles long and 4 to 7 miles wide.

Rivers. Redwood Creek has its source near Board Camp Butte

the basin, and shows the location of the geographic names

referred to in this study.

The basin is located in the No,.th Coast Ranges of

The regional location of the Redwood Creek basin

Ori.ck!

california, between. the basins of the Mad anf Klamath

and flows in a north northuest direction, with a stream

basin (which in this study includes all of the drainage of

Redwood Creek above the "mouth of Prairie Creek,) has a

length of about 64 miles, entering the Pacific Ocean near

strongly elongated, with a circularity ratio l of 0.24. The

distances ranges from about 400 feet to about 1300 feet.

Slopes are moderately steep, generally ranging from 25 to

1 Circularity ratio is defined a~ the .ar~a of the ba~in

divid"d hy the area of ~ circlp having a perimeter equ~l to
that. of the basin (Fairbridq(', 1Q6A, p. QO.1).
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40% for segments lenger than a quarter of a mile, although

shorter, steepp.r segments are common.
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Q~glQgJC f.ETTING

The geology of the Redwood Creek basin haR been

poor

as

and

such

argillaceous

outcrop

(from Sharpe, 1938)

and

rocle

hydLated, decomfosed, micaceous, or

Nonetheless, it is apparent that many

material •.

leached,

serpentinous rocks; shale,

1. Lithologic: inherently weak material

high shear stress; these conditions

accessibility.

affect slope stability by causing low shear resistance or

geologic conditions within the Redwood Creek basin adversely

of a combination of sparce

includ e the fo 110\01 i ng: '

...
studied only. in reconnaissance. fasion_.. (Str.and,_1963J __hecaus.e .._

2. stratigraphic: massive beds overlying weaker beds;

the presence of one or more permeable beds;

erosion.

sorface because of orogenic activity or rapid

foliation, cleavage, joint, or fault planes; rock

theneardeforming stress still unrelieved

badly fractured, jointed, or slickensided because

of crushing, faulting, or folding; internal

alternation of competant (rigid) and incompetant

beds, especially if some are argill.aceous.

3. Structural: steep or moderate dips of bedding,
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The bedrock of the Redwood Creek basin consists

Franciscan rocks from Kerr Ranch Schist occur near the two

The

separate

regionally

previous

also

or

were

term as lI~andstone
of the intP.rgranul~r

that

rocks

folding,

faults

These

(Manning and ogle, 1950).

muscovite - albite schist (about 70%)

faulting,

the Kerr Ranch Schist on the west side of

variable.

landslides.

erosion,

Ogle, 1950).

~umber of smaller secondary cross faults displace these

with lesser amounts of "semi-schists 1 ", slates (with bedding

preserved), meta-conglomerate, meta-chert, green schists,

4. topographic: cliffs or steep slopes caused by

The Kerr Ranch Schist is comprised of highly

the basin, and the Franciscan Formation on the east side

three major faults in the Blue Lake quadrangle (Manning and

north northwest trending

I Manning 'ind Oqln (1950) define this
with the fir5t sliqht ori~ntation

micl\ccous mi\terial. lI

metamorphosed f~om sandstone, shale, conglomerate, chert,

serarated by the north northwest trending Grogan Fault which

locally controls the course of Redwood Creek. Two other

subparallel _drainage divides of the Redwood Creek basin. A

(Manning and Ogle, 1950; Strano, 1963). These two units are

pJ:"~d()min~t~ly_ of

and highly

and glaucophane schist

foliation of the quartz - mica - albit schist is contorted

contorted quartz
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volcanics, and basic and ult~abasic int~usives; these same

metarno~phosed chert, slate, and "selti-schist" along Renwood

of

The

(Page,

slightly

complexa

Jumbled with the

is

widely scattered in the Franciscan.

are fou nll in the les s meta morEhosed F--.r~l1~isca rL~.- - .,- -_ ..._---_.__ ..__ .. -_ .. ~ -- --.. _.-. ..... ..-.

The P~anciscan Formation

of shale and conglomerate.

It is, however, a mappable rock st~atigtaphic unit.

The tel:ID "formation" is used for lack of a better

found

lithologies

slate and "semi-schist" of .low metamorphic g~ade. The Ke~~

Ranch Schist is differentiated from the Franciscan primarily

on _ the basis of. the forme.r _being._ (il()~.(;-Llll~.tarn.C;~.9sed•.. fJel9,

with its metamorphosed intrusives was considered the ~err

Host of the Kerr Hanch Schist adja6ent to Redwood C~eek is

obse~vations by the w~ite~ suggest that the

Creek are geographically closer and lithologically more

with the Franciscan, and the qua~tz - mica - albite schist

Ranch Schist.

albite schist. Thus, in making the strip map (Appendix

similar to the Franciscan rocks than to the quartz - mica -

III), the che~ts, slates, and "semi-schists" were included

rocks.

been

1966).

Fossils ranging from Late Jurassic to Late Cretaceous have

term since this characteristic assemblage of rocks 'has

neither physical, spatial, or temporal coherence

sedimentary, metamorphic, basic volcanic, and ultrahasic

Franciscan sediments are largely greywacke, with minor

amounts

inclUding cbert, pillow lava and breccia, mafic rocks, and

sedi~ents arc masses of an ophiolite suite of rocks,
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aroun1 these intrusions, and the contacts may be readily

The

low

basin

out as

In the

Mesozoic

terrain.

Creek

the

pressure,

,
melange

high

(1968) interpretation,

concerning,

EugeosynclinAlsedimentation

In the Redwood

presumably

rocks of the blueschist facies.

matrix of fine grained material.

the (prancisca n generally crops

.,
was suggested by Hsu (1966) to describe the

.t

or as knobs of chert, greenstone (altered

According to Crowell's

Considerable debate

I"melange"

'.

serpcntized ultramafics.

term

volcanics), and glaucophane schist in the

,..-,\./rt..:~·~'!(~:+'.r- ..
Fr:<--'-i :" ~.~t'....·,-.: lncludes

..~-.. ~ ~< ....., .~~.

t~~per~tu~~ metamorphic

mapping.

few miles in size) of a variety of rock types, sitting in a

some gabbro. U5ually there is an absence of contact effects

The Franciscan is widely intruded by peridotite, dunite, and

glaucophane schist and other arnphibolites are also found.

i}1 teI::p_r_~ ted __ as. _.~a u1t_~ 0I!~ac_ts._ t~9-_r]J!!!:!_J_9 2-1). J:.I:! add it ion

to a large amount of local low grade metamorphism, the

largely incoherent jumble of blocks (from a few feet to a

discontinuous exposures of greywacke and bedded shale and

history of the Coast Ranges exists becau~~ of the complexity

of the Franciscan, and because of the lack of detailed

siltstone,

all in the Late Jurassic.

rapid engeosynclinal sedimentation, vulcanism, downbuckling,

and blueschist metamorphism was followed by rapid uplift,

'Red wood Creek a rea
'f"

(~ervasively sheared

(-
\ The thoroughly sheared, jointed, and fractured nature of the

Franciscan promotes deep weathering, heavy soil cover,

;::',':: ;L:lnhi H. soil creep, and landslid ing (Barba t, 1971) •
• p - "."jr .....
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pressure 0.£ the oceanic crust towards the continent. The

time

near

1971) •

Eocenesince

Tertiary deformation included

Peridotite from the oceanic crust or from

This tectonic event, called the Coast Range

The footwall sedimentary block vas greatly

Middle Cretaceous.

boundary.

continued .to the end af Cretaceous, and was accompanied by

metamorphism.

major thrusting, very large scale gravity sliding, tectonic

mixing, and intru~ion of serpentine and ultramafic rocks in

A more recent interpretation of the origin of the

along high angle shear zones (Crowell, 1968).

prism of sediment, Late Jurassic to Late Cretaceous in age,

limited gravity sliding r and major strike-slip movement

basemen t rocks.

Franciscan by Barbat (1971) involves the underthrusting of

isoclinal folding, major thrusting, piercement structures,

thrust plane, and was dispersed into the footwall melange.

the oceanic block under the continental plate, cutting a

Orogeny, was ended in Eocene ~ime, as strike-slip movement

that had been deposited across the oceanic - continental

the mantle was mobilized by serpentization, worked up the

(Wahrhaftig and Birman, 1965).

.
on the San Andreas Fault partially relieved the relative

Tectonic overpressuring was responsible for some blueschist

deformation and vertical movement

remaining strain has been responsible for compressional

~H-s·t·urhed into a tectonic jumble of-sedimentary and oceanic

folding and faulting up to the present time (Barbat,

It has also beem argued that there has been only tensional



In addition to complex Cenozoic deformation, there

were several marine transgressions during Neogene and

Quaternary time. The resulting marine d~posits have been

affected by the cont.inuing deformation (Barbat, 1971).

Tectonically deformed Quaternary landforms and deposits

.(lola hrh at t i <J.- and ...__ B irma n,_. ..1.9.6.51. ,_.. __?l? w~Jl;, ?S_ .treg.lIen t

earthquakes attest to continuing tectonism.
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water.

The soils are

I
melange terrain

._. __.__ .~--_._--' .. _"_.. - .. ,"- --- ......- - .- _.-- -, '.' -_ .. - .-.. "

Residual soil is confined mostly toRedwood Creek basin.

patches on gently sloping ridge crests.

clayey than the soils on the sandstone and

on the east side of Redwo.od Creek.. These differences in

type and degree of soil profile development probably reflect

of Redwood Creek are generally more deeply oxidized and

The soils on the schist terrain on the west side

,
the more readily weathered, iron-rich so~l parent material

permeable, and highly susceptible to erosion by running

generally less than four feet deep, moderately to rapidly

terrain soils tends to make them less susceptible to erosion

Soils developed from colluvium mantle most of the

by running water than the less cohesive soils on the
, .

sandstone and melange terra1n. Residual soils on the ridge

and the lower level of mass movement activity on the ~est

side of the basin. The clay-imparted cohesion of the schist

1 Soil series descriptions and distributions are taken from
a series of maps prepared ~y th~ Pacific southwest Porest
and Range Experiment Station, in cooperation with the
Univprsity of California for the California Division of
Forestry, at a scale of 1:31,250. For. examplp., see
quadrangle 26D-1 OlE 1/4 of USGS 15' Blue Lake quaorangle),
edition of July. 1960;. classificat.ion and I:lappinq by w.
Col\i('lll, J. DeLapp, ano· E.· Gladish, 1957, 1958, and 1960;
lIlap compilation by T. Akawie, D. Johnson, and J.
Klingensmith, 1960.
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crest;, are "quite variable in degree of development; some are

quite deep and strongly weathered, but oftcn these ridge

crest soils are thinner and less intensely weathered than

soils on the hillslopes.

The most common soil series are the Masterson,

.developed .. fromcolluvium-deri.ved--fr-om-t.he.:.Kerr-Ranch Schist

on the west side of Redwood Creek, and the Hugo, developed

from colluvium derived from the Franciscan sedimentary rocks

on the east· side. There are also lesser amounts of Sites

and Orick series soils associated ~ith the Kasterson series,

and lesser amounts of Wilder, Tyson, Atwell, Kneeland,

Kinman, and Yorkville"ieries soils associated with the Hugo

series. Table 1 summarizes some of tbe characteristics of

these soils.

",0:/' The clayey Atwell and Yorkville soil series are
,«((9,'

especially closely associated with active landslides. The

clayey texture of these soils leads to low permeability,

high pore pressure, and low shear resistance. Additionally,

the Atvell soils are usually developed from inherently

unstable, pervasively sheared bedrock in shear zones, fault

:zones, or other areas of structural weakness. Serp.entine is

commonly found in these shear :zones, and adds to their

instability. Timber companies working in the area point to

th~ instability of the Atwell soil as the cause of many

landslides, but it is more likely that the inherently weak

nature of the rocks in th0se areas is responsible for both

the slope instability and the nature of the soils developed.·



TABLE. 1

Soil Series C'naracteristics"

:-:asterson

Orick

Texture of
,. ~ It:! b .,.Jur .... ace/ ...u ~o~_

loam/gravelly
100.::1

loa:n/clay loam

Depth
Range(in.)

40-70

Permeability

eoderate to
rapid
moderate

Zrosicn Ha.zard

moderate to
very l~igh

rr.oder2.te

~schist

I ., ....GcnJ..s",

Sites

·....ilder

Kneeland

Kin.;:an

Yor~ ....ille

clay loam/clay 30-60

gravelly loa~/ 30-60
stoney clay loam
sar.dy loa~/~r~- 25-50
velly sandy loam
&rav~lly louT-Ivery le-48
gra.cllj clay loam
clay loa:n/clay l8-1~0

~oa::

clay lou~/clay 40-72

clay loa~/clay 30-60

r.loder:::.te

:r.odcrately ra
pid to rapid
rapid

mod.erately ra
pid to rapid
moderate

slo..:

slow

moderate

moierate to
"e:-j" high

r.iodcrate to
very high
r:lo.ierate

sliGht to
moderate
slight to high

\

'S~hist

fa~~stone, s~ale,

br scni3t
~a~dst~~~ or 5chist,

,

~andst0ne or s3ale
I
lan"'" to~r> or snaleI """'.;> 1-,'.-

j
mcta~orphic roc~s
I
I

loae/Gravelly
clay loam

36-72 slow moderate to
hiGh

sheared sandstone,
~h~le, a~d schist

I
i

-From California Cooperative Soil-Vegetatiorr..,Xaps, legend, quadranGle 26B-l.
i

"'l"no soils are actually developed from CQlluriu~ d'~ri\'ed from these 'j .-l:Ja -",er~~.:.s.
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from them. In any case, the presence of Atwell soil is an

excellent ind~cator of slope instability. Although the

Atwell series is more common on the east side of Redwood

Creek, it also occurs in shear zones on the west side.

Colluvium mantles most of the slopes in the

Redwood - Cr ep.K -basin. ---1 u---areas -tha_t ha_ve__nQJ._e~p~r_i~I_1C.qd. __ .. __

continual mass movement, the colluvium is typically 2 to 8

feet thick and is gradational with the bedrock. It is

usually composed of a sandy, silty, or clay loam matrix,

with angular to sUbangular cobbles of the underlying

bedrock. In areas of continual mass movement, especially in

shear zones or melange terrain,- it is o~ten extremely

difficult to distinguish colluvium from bedrock. The

bedrock in these areas has been disturbed by both tectonic

and mass movement processes, and usually consists of blocks

of various lithologies sitting in a highly sheared matrix.

Where they can be separated, the colluvium usually exhibits

fewer and smaller blocks of rock, a more irregular

orientation of -the block~, and more shear surfaces than the

underlying bedrock. colluvium in areas of persistant and

extensive mass movement is often more than 20 feet thick.

The colluvium, even in areas which appear to be

presently stable, commonly exhibits shear planes dipping

roughly parallel to the land surface, accumulated

thicknesses in excess of 20 feet, and interfingering

relations with alluvial deposits. These features all

suggest past mass movement. Crude stratification dipping



into the hillslope was observed in several places

could not be explained by primary bedding,

backward rotation by slumping.

19

where it

suggesting
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For much of its length, Redwood Creek has no

banks, and the valley side slopes reach directly to the

channel (Refer to Appendix III). In these areas the channel

is usually about 75 to 300 feet wide. However, patches of

floodplain are scattered along the length of the stream,

especially near the mouth and between Lacks Creek and Minor

Creek. In these areas the valley bottcm may be up to 1500

feet wide. Discontinuous stream terraces, some up to 150

feet above the present level of the stream, are also

present. The lci~ water channel is generally sinuous between

the confines of the valley side slopes, but braided reaches

of significant length also exist, and at intermediate flows,

braided reaches become more prevalent. Major meandering

reaches occur only on Redwood Creek above the mouth of Lacks

Creek. It is not known whether these meanders are

structurally controlled or have been superposed. Alluvial

deposits and channel characteristics of Redwood Creek were

mapped as part of Appendix III.

The floodplain and alluvial terrace deposits

appear to be strath deposits less than 30 feet thick laid

down on bedrock, rather than valley fill aggradation. As

SUCh, they are probably indicative of progressive

downcutting rather than base level changes induced by sea
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stream.

Redwood Creek tasin are thus additional evidence for recent

atpresent

Near the mo~'h of Redwood Cree~ the

capture or defeat despite rising structure

Furthermore, some terraces are

avoid

p. 1117).

Many streams have managed to maintain antecedent courses and

mainstems of the larger streams; these segments are well

The evolution of drainage patterns in this region

model of uplift and peneplanation for the development of the

proposed what now appears to be an oversimplified Davisian

level fluctuations or landslide dams (Y~irbridge, 1968,

is complicated by a complex tectonic history. Di~ler (1902)

orogenic uplift.

alluvium is much greater than 3:· :eet thick and may reflect

eustatically controlled incisioll and agg~adation by the

adjusted to the structure. Some streams are consequent on

sufficiently high altitudes to he unaffected by Pleistocene

sea level changes. The alluvial terrace deposits in the

to

topography. According to a more recent model proposed by

Wahrhaftig and Birman (1965), the oldest stream segments in

the area are the segments near the drainage divides, and the

The drainage patterns in the Redwood Creek basin

are rectangular, and reasonably well adjusted to the bedrock

structure. Redwood Creek and its drainage divides closely

(Wahrhaftig and Birman, 1965). streams emptying into the

Pacific have had their mouths drowned by the Holocene rise

in sea level.

formerly emergent coastal plains or on downvarped troughs.
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parallel the three north northwest trending faults w and its

tributaries largely follow that direction or that of the

perpendicular cross faults. A well defined but so~cwhat

irregular slope break along the valley sides of Rpdwood

Creek is possihly indicative of an older, less deeply

incised w and ~ore gentle outer valley, and a younger,

steeper inner valIer (Diller w 1902). Almost continuous

tectonic uplift combined with drainage patterns adjusted to

widespread zones of lithologic weakness has led to an area

of high relief and rapid erosion rates.
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portion· of the basin receives only occazional snc~ and

of

mostthe

The lower

record

In the lower

receive

Survey, oral communication,

The inland portions experience

southwest)

Geol.

thefrom

Honthly averages for 23 years of

Janda, u.s.CR. J.

proximity to the ocean.

The present climate of the Redwood Creek basin has

highly seasonal precipi.tation and a limited temperature

be snow-covered for many weeks each year.

temperature and precipitation at Prairie Creek state Park

(about 6 miles from Orick) are given in Figure 2. However,

the basin is brought about by differences in altitude and

range.

greater temperature and precipitation extremes.

considerable variation in temperature and precipitation in

1973). The higher slopes windward of the winter storm winds

precipitation, but there is a significant carryover of the

I

experiences few freeze-thaw cycles during the wint~r, while

the upper basin experiences many freeze-thaw cycles and may

(generally

portion of the basin, the frost-free period usually ranges

from o~d-April to mid-November and includes 200 to 250 days

orographic effects over the ridges, so that all of the
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.59

57

55

51

47

Jan Fe,b I~pr JUll ~ep Oct Hov .Jec

Figure 2. Monthly a.erages of tecrperature and precipitation at Prairie

Creek Sta'te P<::..rk. Data co;npilt::,.l ;:':01:'1 U• .3. Jept. of CO::i.,i~rc~,

~!cab€r :;~.:..:. cau, Clim,... tolot;icG:.1 Dab" Calil'orllia .sectio~, V'ol. :11-73.
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California, bot~ the orographic and climatic Wisconsin

snowlineswere about 1000 feet lower than at present (Sharp,

1960). Although the Pacific Ocean probably had a moderating

effect on the climate of Redwood Creek, it seems reasonable

to assume that the climate of the study area was somewhat

colder and vetter during parts of Pleistocene glacial

episodes.

in this

Alps ofTrinity

have an important

and others, 1970.

nearby

change

(Verhoogen

theIn

climatic

movement

scarce.

on mass

Climate and

are

higher slopes of the basin probably receive more than 100

inches of precipitation a year (R.J. Janda, U.S. Geol.

survey, oral communication, 1973). Much of the winter

preci~itation is concentrated in storms, which last

approximately 24 to 72 hours. Rainfall intensities (R~J.

Janda, U.s. Geol. Survey, oral communi6at~on, 1973) for

two and ten year reccurrence intervals respectively, are: 6

hour: 2.0-2.6, 24 hour: 4.5-6.0; 6 hour: 2.8-3.4, 24 hour:

7.0-8.0. In the summer, thick fog caused by the upwelling

of cold water offshore often blankets the coast and may

extend 30 miles or more into the coastal valleys.

Data on Pleistocene climatic conditions

region

influence



for the earlier events and because of the concentration of

1964, and 1972. Recurrence intervals for thes~ floods are

floods since 1953. The 1964 flood was the largest one of

i
i,
Ii
Ii

I
'I

i
~,
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Data

1955,

winter-

recurrence

Geol. Survey, 1910).(o.s.

that there has been a major

(Rantz, 1959), but since that

In fact, in the Redwood Creek hasin, the

appearsit

The concentration of precipitation in

Despite the uncertainty atout the

storms creates a large ~3easonol variation in the i\ischa!:'ges

of the streams in this al:'ea. The disch~t'ges of Redwood

c['eek during the period of record has varied from 10 CPS

(cu bic feet per saCOna) at the end of a dry summer to 50,500

nOl-tbern California in 1862, 1001, 1890, 1927, 1953,

Winter storm precipitation has been responsible for a number

of severe floods in this area. Major floods occurred in

CPS during the 1964 flood

peak flows of the 1953, 1955, and 1972 floods almost

the Redwood Creek basin

estimated to have a recurrence interval of about 50 years in

it may have a recurrence interval of as much as 400 years

somewhat tenuous because of the lack of quantitative data

(Helley and LaMarche, 1968). The 1953 flood was initially

equalled that of the 196q flood, although the volume of the

1964 flood was significantly greater than the others (Tables

estimate, three floods of about equal or greater magnitude

intervals~

2and3).

concentration of extreme floods in tbe past 20 years~

historic record, and geologic investigation indicates that

·bave occurred.
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FJ.OOD PEAK FLO~S

MRA RCBL nco

'53 75,000 26.15 1/17 15.30 1/17 50,000 23.95 1/17

'55 77,800 27.30 12/22 12,100 13.68 12/21 50,000 23.95 12/22

• 2 3. 4 0" 12/2 3~'64 73,400 16;400 16.05 12/22 50,500 24.00 12/22
, '

!,<;~72 ... 49,700 3/3

45,300 1/22

niver near Arcata, BCBL=Bedvood Creek near Blue

(near Highway 299), RCO=Redwood Creek near orick,

regulated by Ruth Reservoir beginning in July 1961,

not available; data compiled from various u.s.

Survey Water supply Papers).
/

/
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VOLUME OF FLOODS ABOVE FLOOD STAGE

4,695.5

11,629.3

15,590.6

12,119.1

13,376.4

17,448.2

15,458.1

.6,933.8973,530 1,927,589

659,260 1,305,335

526,960 1,043,420

1,632,790 3,232,924

3,818,920 7,561,460

2,968,560 5,877,750

1,878,100 3,718,638

2,449,800 4,850,638

37,6liO.

134,150

247,300

272,780

204,150

Survey Water sUPFly Papers}.

RCa

1972 MRA

1955 MBA

1972 RCBt

1964 RCBL

1953 RCDL.

•1964 MRA

1955 RCa

1964 RCa

Total Acce-ft./
X~~£_~~~in --li~~~Y~ C!2~~Y~__hC~Q-fi_. ~g~mi.

1953 MRA16g,610 1,52G,490 3,022,450 6,231.6

Duration in days: 1953=9, 1955=12, 1964=12, 1972=6 each.
I 10

Lake (near Highway 299), RCO=Redwood Creek near orick,

*=flow regulated by Ruth Reservoir beginning in July 1961,

1955 RCDL

(MRA=Mad River near Arcata, BCBL=Redwood Creek near Blue

-=data not available; data compiled from various u.s.

1972 RCO (Jan.) 108,170

1972 nce (Mac.) 94,180

'1972 RCa (Tot.) 202,350



the result of different microclimates related to differences
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as data for Redwood Creek are included in these tahles for

These

In the

latitude

effects) ,

(Fairbridge, 196B,

orographic

1964, p. 367).

of

The effect of floods on slope

(facing direction)

(beca use

Rolman, and Miller,

aspect

adjacent slopes.

Mad River has more complete hydrologic records.

the

similar, and in close proximity to ned'tlood Creek, hut the

foe the peak flows and volumes of these floods are presented

p~ 30). Microclimatic variation can result in significant

in Tables 2 and 3. Data for the Mad River at Arcata as well

the purposes of ccmparison; the Mad River is hydrolically

Asymmetry of valley or ridge slopes is a common

phenomenon in virtually all climatic settings, and is. often
\

1964, p. 367). Microclimates result from differences in

floods have had a major impact on the geometry of the major

stream channels and on the erosional processes operating on

in slope aspect or exposure (Leopold, Wolman, and Miller,

precipitation

stability will be discussed at length in a later section.

/

differences in soil moisture and runnoff, and temperature

differences eguivaleht to several degrees of

evapotranspiration, insolation, and exposure on slopes of

Shenandoah Valley· of Virginia, Hack and Goodlett (1960)

(Leopold,

had higher drainage densities, better developed drainage

networks, and different vegetation than east-facing slopes.

Differences in rock type or attitude, differenceS in soils

found that west-facing slopes were gentler and drier, and

-differing
/ .
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variation.

Road cuts throughout the basin show more

also produce slope asymmetry.

may Dot have a direct impact on mass movement.

A good example of slope asymmetry due to

microclimatic differences is dev~loped on either side of the

differences in tho meander patterns of large str8~m5 can

upper basin.

abundant in the Redwood Creek basin, although topographic

Evidence of si~nificant microclirn~tic variation is

(~hich may in tucn reflect differences in microclimate) and

expression is often obscured by lithologic

moisture and seepage on north- and east-facing slopes than

on south· and west facing slopes. Prairie and grass-oak

woodland vegetation is much more abundant on the drier

usu~lly denser on north- and cast-fncing slopes.

easthflows are more common on south- and west-facing slopes

Aerial photographs taken in the spring show distinctly more

snow accumulation on north- and east-facing ::lopes in the

south- and west-facing slopes, and coniferous forest'is

with the associated prairie type vegetation (See Plate 2).

The prevalence of earthflows and other for~s of

mass movement on the drier, less densely vegetated slopes

seems to suggest that the roots of coniferous vegetation

"impart some strengthio the surface soils~ Convers~ly, the

absence of coniferous vegetation on slopes dominated by mass

movement may indicate that the trees are unable to withstand

the ~ovement. Because all slope are seasonally saturated,

differences in soil moisture due to microclimatic difference
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ridge separating Redwood Creek and Bridge Creek (See Figure

3) • The two slopes ar(~ developed on the sam(~ litholoClY

(Kerr Ranch Schist, with its highly ccntorted foliation), so

that the slope 2symmetr-y is probably due to microclimatic

differences rather than differences in rock type or

attitude. Because the number of freeze-thaw cycles is small

on both slopes, the asymmetLy is probably the result of

microclimatic variation of soil moisture and runoff rather

than temperature. Table 4 summarizes the attributes of

each slope. The northeast facing slope will be discussed

again in relation to creep and associated problems.
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Most

heavily

(Figure 6

Most of the Redwood Creek basin is

presents a typical view of the prairies in this area).

The Redwoo~ Creek basin is sparsely populated, and

in the basin have been used for grazing mules, horses,

movement, so that overgrazing is potentially a factor

. .
has only a few ranches and recreational hornes~ The prairies

roovement activity.

present status of the basin in terms of timber harvest is

years has been an intensification of timber harvest. Onlya

a'ppear to be an import a nt factor af fecti,nCJ pr.('>s~n t. loas:=;

of the prairies are located in areas of active mass

presently a problem at only a few.locations, and i~ does not.,.

sheep, and cattle for ~lell over 100 years.

outside of Redwood National Park and scattered in-holdings

influencing mass movement activity. However, overgrazing is

of six Rivers National Forest. In 1947, less than 6% of the

basin had been logged, mostly around the headwaters of

Panther and Devil's Creeks; at present about 90% of the old

growth of the watershed has been logged (curry, 1973). The

forested and owned by representatives of the forest products

lndustry. The larges~ change in land use in the past 25

small percentage of the ,original virgin timber is left

show.n in Plate 4.
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.most commonly used pr:oceedure at the present time, and

In terms of causing gro~rid disturbance and1973) •

C]earcut~ing removps al.l the timber "t once, hut may

events on ,a logged slope. The effect of tilllber harvest on

slope stability will bo discussed ina later: section: the

sec t ion im med ia te 1y. belo I,' discusses t.he pas t and pr:esent.

management, or clearcutting, became the _w~despread pr:actice

systpm s have an iro porta nt i nlpact on t be subse quen t erosiona 1

disadvantage of neccessitating several repeated disturbances

harvesting p['occedures.

Both tl;e method of harvest and the attendant ['oad

har:vesting until about 1964, when ~ven aged silvicultu['al

Selective 6utting was the dominant method of

of a given area in order to remove the timber f['om that

area.

(Curry,

yarding the timber harvested by clearcutting are high lead

amount of surface disturbance, and usually requires more

midslope haul r:oads. Cable yarding involves dragging the

logs upslope by cable, resulting in less ground disturbance,

cable yarding, and tractor: yar:ding. Tractor yarding is the

involve intense surface disruption. Two common methods of

impacting on slope proccesses, selective cutting has the

involves dragging the logs downslope to yarding areas with

bUlldozers. . This usually results in a large number of

deeply incised, downslope converging skid trails 'and a large

a downslope diverging patter:n of shallow skid trails, and

fewer midslope haul roads.



responsible for massive slope failures, gullyin9, blocking

of natural drainage ways by fill or side cast dirt, and

exc~ssivcerosion below improperly placed culverts.

a

36

be

of

roads

construction

At \foest,

reguir~:'G

At the very least, these roads disturh

Timber harvest

widespread road SystAffi for hauling the logs from ~he yarding

natural drainage patterns.

areas to the mill.
.

the existing slope profile by cut and fill, an~ disrupt
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were

1973

Geological

theand

Observationsstereoscope.

The map generated from the 1972

pocket

These photographs ~ere examined with a three power

The maps in this study were generated froID a

magnification

photographs were taken for the U.S. Geological Survey. The

variety of photography. The 1936 photographs were flown by

magnificati6n Abrahms stereos~ope and with a three power

photography and the maps that were generated fr.om them are

the u.s. Forest Service, the 1947 photographs vere obtained

37

transferred to u.s. Geological Survey topographic base maps

the num.poldt County Tax Assessor, the 1972 photographs were

by.visual inspection.

from the Topographic Division of the u.s.

Redwood Creek was field mapped using th~ 1973 photographs as

survey, the 1958,1966, 1970, and 1971 photographs are from

taken for the National Park Service,

listed in Tables 5 and 6.

photographs was field spot checked, the map of the Minor

Creek area was field checked in detail, and the strip map of

portray the entire basin and the larger mass movement

Maps of different scales were generated from

various scales of photography, depending on the size of the

features on a reasonable size map, a map scale of 1:62,500

a base.

area and the size of the features to be portrayed. To



1. 1936- 1:30,000 northern 2/3 of the basin.

2.. 1947- 1:45,00O{?) southern 3/4 of the basin.

3. 1958- 1:10,000 entire tasin ..

4 .. 1966- 1: 10,000 entire basin ..

5. 1970-71- 1:10,000 entire basin.

6. 1972- 1:36,000 entire basin.

7 .. 1913~ 1:10,.000 strip along Redwood Creek

and entire basin above

Lack's Cr.

30



1. 1936-47- 1:62,500 Photointerpretation of the mass

... ~ .. "

movement feature~ of the

39

with

1973.

check

(Plate

Creek,

the Hinor

(PIa. te 3).

(Plat.e- 2).

(Plate 1) •

base,

field

in

mapped on aerial

4) •

photograph

the entire basin.

de tailed

ent.ire basin.

features

Creek area.

spot check (1973) of mass

field

(1973) of mass movement

movement features of the

•,"'!" ~ ", '.',-

ThOLE 6

HAPS GENERATED

1: 10,000 Strip map _ of Redwood

(A ppe ndix III).

1:62,500 photointerpretation of the state

of timber harvesting for

1:62,500 photointerpretation with field

entire basin.
...

2. 1970-71 1:31,250 Photointerpretation

4. 1973

3. 1972

5. 1972
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MAPS GENFHATF.D

EhQ t 009Ii!n.!lY_QIig1D£12~£!1 e t!£.th.99..;Lft nd_Fen1~I£~

6. 1:62,500 Topographic map 6f the entire basin,

compiled from U.S.G.S. 15 '

quadrangle topographic maps.

(Plat e 5).

7. Location map. (Figure 1).
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was chosen for the 193fi-47 (Plate 1) and 1972 (Plate 2)

maps, and photographs from 1:30,000 to 1:45,000 weEe used.

Th~se maps provide an adaguate Eepresentation of the large

scale mass movement features of the entire basin. How~ver,

the lower size limit of individual features that tould be

seen and portrayed was about 20 feet wide for long narrow

debris avalanches, and ahout 200 feet high for streamside

slides and othel:' slope failul:'es.

The 1:31,250 map of the Minor Creek area (Plate 3)

was generated from 1:10,000 photography to provide a more

"detailed view of a representative portion of the basin, and

to provide a comparison of features with the 1972 map of the

entire basin. Obviously, smaller features could be seen and

depictt=~d on 'the mOEe det.ailed map~ thE' lowel: size limit W8B

about 100 feet in the longest dimension. In addition, more

details of previously generalized large earthflows, such as

_ individual scarps and slump bowls, were portrayed. However,

mapping the entire basin at the detailed level was not

possible because of time and fiscal restraints.

The strip map or Redwood Creek (A ppendix III) was

generated to study in detail an area that was critical to

the history of mass movement processes in the basin.

Because the mapping was done in the field on 1:10,000 scale

photographs, 'features as small as 50 feet by 30 feet could

be depicted. This map was used as a basis for the landslide

data tables (A ppendices I and II) • Comparison of

photog~aphy for other yea~s for the landslides port~ayed on



the strip map vas

diff0ring RcaleD and

photo:; r a ph y •

112

hindered in some c<:\ses becau0e of

photographic qUality of the var.ious
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basin has several severe limitations. First, the episodic

proccess rates over the time interval between photography.

The 1972

(multi-year

automa tically',' ~,avera,ges

the Redwood Creek basin
G

ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS-:0---------------------

The use of small scale, episodic

nature of the data collection

intervals), black and ''!hite aerial photography to int.erpret

Third, the size of mass movement features varies

Second, mass movement processes are most active in

The more frequent photography of

photogr~phy, all taken in the dry season.

photographs were, taken immediately after a major storm in

the history of mass movement processes in the Redwood Creek

high water levels in the stream channels obscure some

the ~inter and spring, but during those seasons photography

by several orders of magnitude, so that different feat.ures

is hampered by cloud cover and storm conditions, and the

since 1970 has helped to alleviate this problem~

early March and were a useful comparison' to the other

addition, as discussed in the "Available Data and Methods"

are best observed on different scales of pho.~ography. For

this reason, the study was limited to features that could be

discerned on 1:10,000 or smaller scale photography. In

section, maps were generated at several levels of detail and

features iQmediately adjacent to the streams.
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However, the presence of mature timber stands implies a

cover.treethe

the detailed surface morphology beneath them.obscure

relict landslide topography through

degree of RtahiljtYr so tllat the major diffiCUlty was seeing

The ~uality of the original photographs and their

scales of photography.

scale from different scale pllotographs in order to define

which features could best be observed on the differel\t

reproduction imposes a limitation OD photointerpretati.on

because of the effect of quality on resolution. With higher

quality pllotographs, smaller features and more detail of

larger features can be observed.

Another limitation is imposed by the vegetatio~ of

the area, particularly the dense stands of 150 to 300 foot

tall conifers (principally Redwood and Douglas-fir), which

Comparison of photography taken before and after timber

harvesting in areas such as the upper part of the Bridge

Creek basin indlcates that in many cases, relict landslide

topography simply cannot be seen through a dense tre~ cover,

unless quite large~cale features are involved. However,

since much of the old growth timber of the basin has been

harvested, this problem is important only in a small

percentage of the basin. Field checks in old growth timb~r

areas indicate two types of features that are difficult to

see on aerial photographs: small scale relict landslide

topography, and small landslides into deeply inclsed ravines

and small tributaries. For the most part, slopes bearing
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mature stands of timber appeared to be quite stable. Areas

that were field checked in this connection were: slopes on

the east side .... of the hasin upstream from IIigh\lay 299, the

south and west facing slopes of the Minor Creek basin, and

both the east and west facing slopes of Fedwood Creek

between Bridge Creek and Devil's Creek.

Finally, black and white aerial photography does

not y~eld data concerning moisture conditions, detailed

stress distribution, material strength properties, and other

factors which may have important relaticnships with mass

movement processes.

Some of these limitations could he resolved by the

application of different techniques of study. Detailed

field ~apping of mass movement features; and in-situ

measurements of stress-strain relations, detailed rates of

movement, material strength properties, and moisture

conditions would be useful. Detailed field ~ork to

delineate important fluvial processes and their interaction

with slope processes would also yield valuable informatfon.

However~ these techniques ordinarily involve large amounts

or spans of time, and are usualiy of limited areal extent.

Hore frequent photography and the use of several scales of

photography would increase the available data. Different

film-fi.lter combinations would i:!crease photograph quality,

and the use of infrared photographs would give some

indications of moisture conditions and stressed vegetation.
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Aerial photograph interpretation offeLS aI

efficient means of studying a large area over a long iiroc

span, and yields a large amount of data in proportion to the

time invested in the study. It provides and important

regional view of landslide conditions and history, ane

enables limits to he put on rates of movement. It is alsc

useful for regional planning and the design of future

detailed studies.

..-
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undisturbed slopes, and on slopes affected by man's

.. activity, especially road cons truct ion. Failure of road

fill is com manly (a t least initially) by slumping. Also,

the disturbance of an apparently stable slope by road

The term "landslide" is used toRedwood Creek basin.

designate slope failures in general. The areal extent of

mass movement landforms is given in Table 7. These figures

were obtained by sampling 100 grid intersections per square

inch on the 1:62,500 1972 map (Plate 2).

The classification of mass movement processes used

in this study is slightly moaificd from that developed by

Sha rpc (1938). The mod ifica t iOlls Invo 1ve t he co rnbina tion of

debris slides and rock slides into simply slides, and the

inclusion of only those processes which were observed in the

SLUMPS: Slumps are intact blocks of soil and rock that have

moved with a backward rotation, primarily along a concave

upward fa~~ure surface or zone. Pure slumps are relatively:

rare; complex associations of slumping and flowing are much ~

more common. Minor ~lowage is almost invariahle involved at

the toe of slumps. This type of movement is identified b~

clearly defined crown scarps, surface disruption of the

slump block, and bulbous toes. Slumps occur both on natural
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AREAL EXTENT OF MASS MOVEMENT LANDFORMS

Area, % of total mass % of total
§g.mi. ~QYQ~grri_~££~ ~[~

Earthflows 33.09 36.4% 13.2%

Slumps 0.27 0.3 0 .. 1

Slides 2.74 3.0 • 1. 1
.<>

Debris avalanches 1.93 2.1 - '" 0.8
r.

Older or guestionable
,.:0,•••

- .-.

, landslides 35.26 38.7 14.1

Unstable stream banks 8.76 9.6 3.5

Deeply incised amphi thea ters 8.98 9 .. 9 3.6

Total mass movement 91.03 100.0 36.4

sta ble 159.08 63.6

Total 253. 11 100.0
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within a less active area. The more active areas exhibit

Slumps on slopes adjacent to stream channels usually move

Earthflows display
.. -.,.~~

They are the most visually obvious

most part merely move sediment into temporary storage

with the rotation may be up to 100 feet.

much more rapidly than those on the upper slopes. The

EARTHFLOWS: Earthflows are complex associations of s~umping

less than one foot per year to several feet per hour.

movement of active slumrs is highly variable, ranging from

and the most widespread form of mass movement in the Redwood

streams, hut slumps on. the upper and middle slopes for the

construction often leads to large scale, srnalldisplacement

streamside slumps contribute sediment directly to the

slumpi.ng, to acllieve a more stable configuration. Rates of

farther down the slope. figure 4 contains an example of a

and flowingmovernent.

slump.

Creek basin (Table 7). Individual slumps within earthflows

prominant hummocky and lobate microtopography, unvegetated

or partially vegetated scarps, open transverse tension

cracks, ponded drainage or closed depressions, and disrupted

surface vegetation. Earthflows grade into slumps, which

hummocky and lobate· microtopography, . scarps, flats, ana

clearly defined boundaries. l1any eaI:'thflo\>ls in the Redwood

Creek basin contain a cleaI:'ly defined mOI:'e active pOI:'tioD

are usually obscure, although backward rotation is often

evident v and"the dimensions of the scarp and flat associated
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Laodslide number 102.

The scar is about 150 feet high.

defined crown scarp, protruding toe, and

A slrimp adjacent to the channel of Redwood Creek.

clearlythe

upslope tilt of the trees.

Note
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feet.

of

of

are

type

(primarily

systems

observation

different

Sediment d~livcry is

Gullygullies.

bracken fern prairie, or grass-oak

of

and various hardwoods commonly separate these

systems

Dense thickets of young conifers

Earthflows often bear a

Some small earthflows that have recently beco~e

or grass

usually involve a single slump block with a more or less

areas suggest that surficial rates of ~ovement are probably

clearly definod failure surface and minor flowage at the

toe. Field examination of detailed morphology, comparison

of sequential aeri.al photography, and

While some earthflows merely move colluvium into

less than one foot per year in the less active portions of

movement probably range from a few feet to several tens of

the earthflows, and between a few feet and several tens of

compar.able featu['es witll known ra tos of mOVl~ment in nearby

feet per year in the more active portions. Depths of

particularly characteristic of large bowl shaped earthflows.

tempo['ary storage farther downslope, many other earthflows

contribute large volumes of sediment directly into Redwood

into major stream channels or into shallow, but well

developed

woodla nd.

Creek and its major tributar.ies.

forest.

vegeta tion th an adjoinin g stOable a reas. Vegetation on the

large earthflows on the upper slopes is almost invariably

Douglas- fi r)

grass

areas from more stable areas bearing mature coniferous
•

effected by sloughing of the toes of these flows directly
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of earthflows.

Pield examination indicates that earthflows are

becomc

aboreal

cannot

stabilizing

trcps

the observed vegetationof

As a result, ~outll- and west-facing

Although the initial movement involves

Ila pI ica t ions

The material in the slide block is usually

may exist because of a lack of

prairies may exist because the

veg-eta tion.

movement progresses. A single slide may involve one or

with areas of lithologic weakness is superposed on a

di~)turbc(1 what oncc wa~) l11atUre coniferous forest. The

pattCI:'ns on the hist.ory of the earthflows will be discussed

€statlished on the earthflows, or conversely, the earthflo~s

act.ivc on the lower slopes arljaccnt to stream channels have

in the "Long Term II is tor y of 11ass M0 vemen til sect ion.

hillslope.

susceptible to earthflows. Figures 5 to 7 contain examples

tendency for earthflows to be more prevalent on south- and

west-facing slopes.

often associat.ed with (cut hy no means confined to) shear
I

zones, fa~lt zones, or melange terrain. This association

I
slopes underlain by shear zones or melang'2 are particularly

little internal disruvtion, most of these blocKs have little

unvegetated scar.

SLIDES: Slides are characterized by dcminantly translational

movement of varying amounts of rock and regolit~ along a

failure surface or zone that is essentially paraflel to the

cohesion and they commonly become intensely disrupted as the

completely removed frorn its original location, leaving an



is

Red wood

.~

to

This earthflow

adjacentearth flow

largely unhrcken sur.face, and the

landslide number 161.

but

stI"aight to slightly convex upward slope

active

the

very

hummocky,

Note
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the

profile with no prowinant crown scarp CI" bulbous toe.

undercutting of the faI" side of the to(!.

CI"eek.

note

just upstream from the mouth cf Hinor Creek and is about 550

feet wide at the toe.
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I
I

The trees in the middle ground are about 40 to 60 feet high.

An earth flow with large scale Rlumping in Count's

right and th.p. large scale stepped and topograph y.h ummccky

partially vegetated scarp on thetheNotePrairie.Hill

~'

.;~

,I"~

;it

\l
~
~

.~

~
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A veLy active earth flO\~ with in a more slowly

moving earthflo\{, near the mouth of Minor Creek. Note the

lo~ but pronounced head scarp and the transverse ridges.
..

The movement in this section was hy many small slumps within

a larger slump. B8yond the picture movement was mostly ~ by

flowage. The road in the middleground indicates the scale.



avalanches, which involve the rapid movement of one or mor-e

avalanche blocks becomes completely disrupted shortly after

flows and debris torrents involve successively greater water

56

Debris

avalanches

Slides grade into

Slides are identified by

The a valanche tra(~Jl::'; often

blocks.slide

Unlike slumps or Slides, the material in

disr.upted slide blocks..

individual

.
nearly parallel to the hillslopcl' and by less"or- zo n"E?::>

""
pro nounce(l crown scarps or. bulbous toes than those

associated wit.h slu [;1pS. Indi v idu al episodes of movelficnt

sGvcrill

intens0.1y

take place in a relatively short time (seconds to minutes).

unvegetated or partly vegetated scars, by failure-" surfaces

episodes of movement separ.ated by hours or even years.

Al though slides ha ve apparently occurred in this ar.ea· for a

Some of "the larger slides appear to have had mUltiple

Examples of slides are illustrated in Figures 8 and 9.

in th~ last 25 years. Reasolls for this large im;rease an~

lower slopes adjacent to the stream channels has taken place

discussed in the "Recent History of Mass Movement~ section.
, .

,
long time, a large increase in the number of slides on the

associated organic debris along relatively narrow, well

involve the tapid downslope movement of soil, colluvium, and

DEBRIS AVALANCHES AND DEBRIS FLOWS: Debris

follow natural drainage ways or man-induced gQllies~ "Debris

,
torrents are indicated by scoured gully walls and floors,

the inception of ~ovement.

defined tracks.

content and lowe~ viscosity than debris avalanches.



"

,I

bulbousor

absence of the slidesur face,failure

is ahout 260 feet high.slide

A 'slide adjacent to the channel of Redwood Creek.

straight

The

the

...

" .

.'
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Note

block, and the lack of a pronounced head ·scarp

Landslide number

228.

toe.



bend, undcl:'cutting of the toe, straight failure surface, and

A slLde adjacent to the channel of Redwood C~eek.

f~1'>, i }~,_.,:,'"
~ ",::lr;~· .

_':- 1'If":"'"

The slide is about 850 feet

of the slide on the outside of a st~earo

':- .. '

position

Landslide number 254.

the

beginning of revegetation.

Note

high.

the
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ROCKFALLS: Rockfalls occur when blocks of rock break away

Debris avalanches, flows, and torrents are difficult. to

an

1970,

of

movement.massO r-..

Where creep is the dominant

another on small scale aerial

these; forms

3).

Illustrations of debris avalanches are

onefrom

(See Figure

dist ingu ish
.-f.,'

phot.ographs, but avalanches appear to be the most common of

other flow structures in dahl:' is deposi ted in the track.

ana debris flous arc indicated hy levees, lobate forms, and

these forms in the Redwood Creek basin. There often appears

to be a gradation betveen

Redwood Creek basip, but they could not be identified as

permit the continuous downslope transpor.tation

p.330),

particularly long, smooth, convex-upward slope segments,

Debris avalanches, flows, arid torrents are commonly caused

from a steep rock outcrop and fall or tumble down a cliff or

debris avalanches.

by steeply deeply incised gUllies or streams. consequently,

rapidly eroding cutover land, gullied s~id trails, and road

fill around culvert crossings are particularly vulnerable to

contained in Figures 10 and 11.

CREEP: parts of the Redwood Creek basin exhibit landfor~s,

the ve16city of creep to increase downslope, and thereby

such on small scale aerial photographs.

steep slope~ A few small rockfalls have occurred in the

erosion process on a sloFe, a convex-upward profile allows

. suggestive of active creep (Verhoogen and others.
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the debris pile ano the unsorted nature of the rlebris in the

lJote the avalanche track hehind

track is about 70 feet wide at its

A pile of debris deposited at the edge of the

The aVaLI.IlChe

Landslide number 347 •

..

pile.

base.

channel of Redwood Creek.



Note the road in the middleground for scale.

in

61

incised

track,

deeply

debris avalanche wasThecasin.creek

"

Minor

A gully that has become an avala~che

upper

associated with failure of the walls of the
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the slop~ as a sheet of uniform thickness. Thus, some

induced by high soil moisture content during the \-dnter and

Forest.7.eimer(U. s.R.

Freeze-thau and wet-dry cycles are of minor

1909; Schumm, 1QS6). The downslope incI:'e(lse i.n stcepne~-;s on

creep sculpture~ slopes in the Redwood Creek basin often is

importance of creep as an erosional proc€$s in these ar~as.

insufficient to tI:'ansport all of the colluvium to the toe of

Creep in the RedHood Creek area occurs primarily'

presented 4 to 5 centimeters per year as a representative

Interpreting the long convex-upward slope segments.

incrpasing volume of material eroded from above (Gilbert,

in response to increased pore pressure and increased load,

importance in this area. Few creep rates have been measures

agreement exists concerning creep rates or the relative

spring.

colluvium accumulates in downslope thickening wedges wjth

Hany of these slopes contain relatively stable road cuts and

in settings similar to the Redwoed Creek region, and little

straight or concave upu~rds surface prQfiles.

surficial rate of movement.

Service, oral communication, 1973) has re-examined K6jan's

data and calibration proceedures and believes that the rates

are much lower. Darr and Swanston (1910) measured creep in

Kojan (1968), using a strain gage inclinometer, measured

rates of creep at various sites in the North Coast Range and

.
as primarily the ~esult of creep is some~hat problematical.

a similar setting in southeast Alaska and determined a rate

of 0~64 centimeters per year.
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tree roots is on soil creep movement (Leopold, Wolman, an~

road cuts, or the soil may move Brouna or through the tre(?

Another possibility is that the long1964, p. 350) •....,

Differ.ences of opinion ex ist as to hoy the'! depth

profiles of creep movcwent can vary. and vhat the effect of

Miller,

roots.

zone may be below the shallow dopth of the tree r.oots and

support stands of timber with strai.ght trunks.. 'fhe creep

rates were considerably rnore rapid than at present.

convex-upward slope forms evolved during a time when creep



usually occur in combination or in sequence in an individual

progressive slope failures in this area are conducive to

of

Appendix I

occurrence

Figures 12 to 14

theandproperties and slope angles

Mass movement processes in the Redwood Creek basin

relatively rare. The heterogeneity of the mater:ial strength

involved in a single slope failure.

of events can be deduced from the sc~r, but in other: cases,

slope failure. Landslides involving a single mechanism are

complex m~ehanisms of movement. In some cases the sequence

illustrate landslides involving complex mechanisms.

such as in earthflows 6 this is not possible.

contain~ many c~amplc~ of: combined and ~cguential rncchanizm~
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followed by rapid flowage ~~rough the narrow lower

of colluvium and sheared bedrock hy several

or

the

involving

along

slumping

basin

I·,

was by

"-.:~

the flowing material overflowed

movement

....-.•......
0\. .....

~- .. ' .

Note the marginal l~vees

where

initial

The lower port.i.on cf the landslide is about

The

section

A lanJslide in the Minor Creek

~'~ ..

movement

mechanisms.

part of the landslide.

the

sliding,

constricted

". .<p
250 . fee't wide.

lnf.o :the .tree~.
",:-
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,"

Note

margins.

slumping,

the
Q

,--; .

is teardrop shap0d in plan

landslide is about 1500 feetthe

landslide

of

'fhe

portion

A complex landslide on the hillslope adjacent to

by .flowage through the steeper narroy part.

Creek.

Landslide number 54.

visible'

6 (;.. "\"

Redwood

view; in the wider portion movement was mostly by

followed

The

the lateral scarps and the tilted trees along

lo.ng.
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The faI:' I:'ight po~ticn is an eaI:'thflow, while·

of

67

The

theand

Landslide

block

.. j .

I
I ..

scar on the left and thethe

Note the rot.ated

feet wide at its base.

hetween

450

tone

about

A compound landslide adjacent to th~ channel

in

is

Rcd·wood CI:'eeL

the left part is a slum~.

difference

surface of the earthflow, which is covered with grass.

landslide
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and obscured.

erosional process for a co~siderable time, and that, on a

this

seldom

supportingEvidence

scale, persistently active

mass movement has been an important
. ".. ,~ ..

largeinvolves

(Gilbert, 1877). The abundant stepped, hummocky,

Features visihle on aerial photographs and OIl the

extensive than at present.

Widespread landforms throughout the basin appear

bQNG_1EHfl-B1~1QEX_QE_MA~~-flQVE~~NT.

profiles

ground indicate that

Redwood Creek are possibly an example of ono of Diller's

conclusion

features that leave a lasting mark on the landscape rather

long term basis, mass movement processes were once more

process, especially because such topography is

than small scale episodic features that are guickly moditied

to have been formed hy mass movement rather than fluvial

processes. Long, smooth,' convex-upward slope profiles of

erosion tends to prodti~e concave-upward or straight - slope

observed to be lithologically controlled.

The steeper lower slopes of the the valley of

the b~sin is indicative of mass movement rather than fluvial

fluvial landforms in parts of the basin, since fluvial

lobate, and bowl-shaped topography that is found throughout

slopes receiving more than 100 inches of rain per year

-suggest that mass movement processes may be obliterating
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to an accumulation of material on the lower and middle

This

has been removed. Good examples are found below the Titlow

(1902) "i.nller valleysti', and they may have been caused by

accelerated incision following a surge in tectonic uplift.

Hill Road, along Nixon Ridge, in" the upper- Bridge Creek

Among the alternatives is that active mass movement bas led

Alternate explanations are possible however, because the.

many areas suggests such an accumulation.

basin, and north of Count's Hill Prairie.

Hany areas in the basin exhibit subdued landslide

topogfaphy that bears dense stands of mature coniferous

elevation of tho slope break above the channel is irregular.

morphology suggests that these areas have been deeply eroded

with steep cirque-like rims, and are usually more deeply

slopes. The observed thlckenning of colluvium downslope in

The large scale morphology of many tributary

basins suggests that/ these basins may be stream-modified

by one or more past episodes of com~lex mass movement. Only

forest. The mature forest implies present day stability and

suggests that the subdued features may be relict landslide
\

unstable (Plate 2).

topography that has been modified by subsequent creep and

slope wash. In some cases the subdued landslide' topography

landslide areas. These areas are generally bowl shaped,

cannot be seen on aerial photography until after the timber

incised than other drainage areas on the same slope.

small portions of these areas appear to be presently



colluvium appears to be accumulating at mid-slope. In these

materials upslope) may also apply. Examples of slopes ~ith

mass movement activity concentrated on their upper portions
.....

Creek(e.g. in the lower Bridge

Tn addition, landslide deposits are commonly found

70

Surficial deposits indicative of mass movement

processes are widespread throughout the basin, and in some

most active portion. However, at some localities the upper

In general the lower ~hi~d ·of the slope is the

with the alluvium.

by slumping. Shear planes oriented roughly parallel to the

quite stable. crudely stratified colluvium dipping into the

present land surface are found in areas that show no

on thick colluvium cover a large proportion of the basin,

and iittle residual soil exists, even in areas that appear

areas suggest that mass movement activity was formerly more

hillslope, e.g. in the Miller Creek basin, suggests rotation
"

widespread than at pr.esent. Thin, immature soils developed

along the channel of Redwood Creek, and often interfinger

bas in) ~

299.

slope appears to be more active than the lower slope, and

instances the vegetation patterns often suggest progressive

stabilization from the bottom of the slope upwards, although

other explanations (such as a moistu~e g~adient o~ weaker

are found on the south facing slopes of Lacks, Garrett, and

Coyote Creeks, the west facing slopes of Minon and Bradford

Creeks, and in the basin between Minor Creek and.ltighway

'evidence of rece~t~~oveffient
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mass movement in prairie areas is (or once was) too great to

l'hose

Most of the

usually on ridge

do exhibit such

are

that

where mass movement processes,

These prairies may result from thin soil, which

Examples are found along the Bald Hills, on themovemen t.

of downslope thickening of the· regolith.

associated with active or stabilized earthflows.

other explanations for the origin and p~rsistence

prairies are on the east side of Redwood Creek (on south-

particularly earthflows, are more extensive than on the east

undoubtedtly are both important in this relationship.

in turn may reflect removal of a former soil cover by mass

Almost all of the prairies exhibit hummocky,

mass movement topography is important to the long term

features.

The association between prairie vegetation and

stepped, lobate, or bowl-shaped topography, and are often

history of mass movement. Strong evidence indicates that

allow successful forest propagation.

ridg~ south of Minor ~reek, and near Titlow Hille Soil and

of prairies also exist. Thin soils, moisture stress due to

and ~est~facing slopes)

,"
downslope transpoit. Pig Pett~rairie, prairies in the Minor

Creek and Hinon - Bradford Creek areas provide good ·examples

aspect or wind dessication, and burning by Indians have been

colluvium in prairies often thicken downslope, indicating

side of Redwood Creek. Microclimatic and lithologic factors

advanced as reasons for the prairies' existence.· The soil

,prai~~es that lack these features

crest's ·~·'ri;ci··con tin uou s wi th prairies
..' .
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evidence that prairies were once more extensive

developed from sheared material may be responsible for the

also

These features include

(R.J. Janda, u.s. Geol. Survey, oral

, 973), and the high pI! found ill soils

5Ul:TOU ndill9 forest

If mass movement is accepted as the controlling

communication,

least partly responsible for the thin soils aud ~h~ sheared
. .,.. .. ,...•;./

prairie type vegetation. However, mass ~ovcment may he at

the dense grass cover, excessive temperature and soil

pH iz cOllsi<l<H"ably higher in t.he prairies thi\n in th(~

of tree seedlings is difficult because of competitioll from

moisture stress, dessicaticn by the wind, and lack of the

material that are the hasis for the other e>:plan{tions.

Once established, prairies tend to persist, because survival

extensive. Peripheral zones of hardwoods and YOQng Doug1as-

factor in the origin and persistence of prairies, then

indicates that mass movement processes were once more

fir around many of the prairies suggests radial encroachment

stabilizing influence6f tree roots.
\

by these species, and therefore, a progressive stabilization

of movement inward :from th~ edges of the prairies. It is

not known whether the encroachment by the trees was

forest, . but exhibit features suggesting that they may be

responsibl~ for the stabilization of the prairie margins, or

whether the trees became established after the marginal

areas had become stable. The peripheral areas of many of

the,prairies are now apparently stable and bear mature

stabilized mass movement areas.

....
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Count's Hill - Dolason Hill Prairie area.

and more stream bank slides, and more stability prohlems

resppnsible for s~eeper slopes.

greater mass movement activity.and

been

and the number of freeze-thaw cycles.

have

slopes,

moisture

Several reasons can plausibly explain why, on a

than usual with road construction. All of the peripheral

been more extensive than at present. First, a cooler and

once more extensive are especially well developed in the

long term basis, mass movement processes may have formerly

features that suggest both prairies and mass movement were

(or) wetter climate during Pleistocene glacial episodes

therefore

would favor many mass movement processes, by increasing the

steI'ped and hummocky topographYi deeper incision by streams

\

Pleistocene sea level changes caused stream incision and may

However, sea level fluctuations probably only affected the

lower most part of the basin. A major episode of tectonic

uplift in the past could also have caused stream incision,

theoretically possible'~ombinationthat ~ould hav~ an impact

Finally, coincidence of major storm and seismic events is a

on slope stability in this region.

soil

steeper
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1972) •

t:adi.ocar:bon

prpvides an

These features include

(Plate. 1)

st.ratigraphy,develofment,

intensive timber harvesting and the recent

The map of mass movement fea~urcs interpreted frc~

to

1936' and 1947 photographs

which are-up to 2000 years old.

prior

Comparison of sequential nerial photographs offers

a mea ns 0 f C\ a tin9 ma j 0 r In 0 V E-~ ITl e T\ l au r. i Jlgap pr-o x i If\:J. t E~1 y the

including soil

movemcnt activity in the intervening time period (Sce

last 40 years, and for~s the basis for thi~ study. A

variety of methods are available for dating older events,

the

dating, and ohservations of features exhibi.ted by t.he trees,

growth rings of individual trees, age classes 1 of trees, and

Appendix II). All of the mass movement.proces~es previously

concent ration of ex treme floods (1953, 1955, 1964,

The 1936 photos covered the norlhe£n2/3 of the basin, and

the 1947 photos covered the southern 3/4 of the basin.

indication of the mass movement conditions in the basin

I An aqe class or 5pecie~ class of treQS is a patch of trpPS
of predominately one age or species, in contrast to tht"
nor~al mix of ftges and speci0s in the fore~t.

the curvature of the tree trunks.

of overlap showed a negligible amount of change in mass

Comparison of the photographs from 1936 and 1947 in the area
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"

the

t.hat

of

Number 26

feature

crack

ccmplex

Number 30 was about the

tension

Number 30 is an ea~thflow

The gully at the downstream

la rge

lateral

very

The ether landslides are slides.

The landslidcs in this picture are, from left to.

,I
j
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1947; the rest have appearcd since then.

up Count's Hill Frairie.makes

at the lower end of the

right,' number 25, 26, 28, and 30.

si~e of number 30 may be a

larger featurc.

is about 200 feet wide at its base.



the slide is locateu on the ouside of a stream bend, that a

,,~.

been

aI:'ea

slope

great ly

Note that

of

has

a r.ea

i
i

The unstable

movement has

Landslide number 205.

but. it

lal:ge

The

1947,inpres<-:' n twere

Some indications of this

younger tn.·es remains in the centei', and that the

400 feet wide at its base.

by sliding, with some flowage at the toe.

of

about

mostly

instability

increased in activity since then.

group

is

slide is closely associated with a r.oad.
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This change'in'

(Plate 2), in turn, indicates the

the two maps indicates that importantof

the 1972 photographs

. ,-Itt •..,

movement activity between 1947 and 1972 was the great

The most important and apparent change in mass

1. The lower slopes adjacent to Redwood Creek and its

major tributar{es.

present status of mass mo~ernent processes in the basin. A

The map of mass rrovement features interpreted from

77

de0cribed \oiGre actively Groding the basin in 1936, and, in

3. The large prairie earthflows.

2. Adjacent to new roads and skid trails.

three types of ar~as:

erosion occurriFg in the basin.

increases in rnas:,s movement occurred, ,bet.ween 1947 and 1972.

fact, appeared to account for a large proportion of the

observed increase in mass movement.

,
two factors were probably largely responsible for the

increase in number and area of landslides on hill~l~pes

geom~tryand erosion rates in the basin.

comparison

During this time the major changes in those basin

conditions that control slope stability were an increase in

immediately adjacent to Redwood Creek.

actiVity has had an enormous impact upon stream channel

"The, observed changes occurred principally 1n the following

'.
~the intensity cif timber harvest and the occurrence of an

unusual number of high reccurrence interval floods. These
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The increased mass movempnt activity associated

with roads and skid trails involves mostly relatively small

slides, slumps, and d~bris avalanches, especially the

latter .. l\lthough the individual road - related lantlslides

are sma11 , t 11 c y aLe nu In t~ 1: 0 usa na occur t h[' 0 U911 0 U t. t 11 e ba.s in ..

Thus, these road related landslides appear to have

signific~ntly increased rates of erosion.. Ho~eoverF some of

these landslides were sufficiently large to modify the

geometry of so~e tributary streams. The impact of timber

access roads and skid trails on mass movement on the upper

and middle slopes of the Redwood Creek basin is much greater

than that associated Mith just the physicalremoval of the

trees.

The increased activity of the large prairie

earthlows is rather localized and probably has not had much

effect on overall erosion rates ..

Discussion of the effects of floods and timher

harvest on slope stability will concent['ate on slopes

immediately adjacent to Redwood Creek because that is where

most obvious and important changes in mass movement

These areas were studied by constructing a

detailed strip map and by studying the history of individual

landslides on aerial photographs. The strip map was

by field mapping on 1973 1:10,000 scale aerial

.Data on the volume, type of movement,

and present condition were tabulated for each

during mapping. In addition, the geology along the
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cllannel and the fitate of (~r.osion of the stream banks \-:ere

mapped. (Sec Appendices I, II, and III).

In 1947 only a few. large individual active

landslides existed along the channel of Dedwood Creek, but

the st1:"eamside slopes shoiled abundant small scale

instability and stabilized older landslid~s. suggestions of

a history of repctative slope failure, and a potential for

1a1:"g0 landslides includes:

1) Many landslide-shaped patches of age clas~es or

species classes of trees.

2) Alder thickets and other types of vegetation

indicative of ~xcessive soil moisture~

3) Many gullies.

4) Disruption of surface vegetation and exposure of

bare soil.

5) Stream bank erosion and small stream bank

landslides.

6) A few large landslides.

The range in slope stability and activity that is evident

along the stream side slopes in 1947 appears to reflect a

natural cycle of instability, landsliding, and recovery.

This cycle is enhanced by the inherent instability of the

slopes and the rapid establishment of stabilizing

vegetation. The fact that most of the landslides that

occurred between 1947 and 1972 occurred in areas that were

obviously unstable or were older zlides in 1947 supports

this interpretation. In5uch a cycle, the number of active
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and recently stabilized landslide~ should re~ain

approximately constant over time spans long enough to

include hydrplogic extremes, assuming the conditions which

affect slope stability remain constant. The large increase

in the number and activity of discernable landslides between

1947 "and 1972 in part represents a naturally occurring peak

in mass movement activity following a sequence of major

floods, but part" of the increased activity may reflect

changes in slope stability brought "about by timber harvest

and road construction.



the main effects of timber harvest on soil moisture.

1) the weight of the pore water, which adds to the

02

water

internal

ground

thusandpressure

.~.'.'

which is destroyed upon saturation, and

intergranular

resulting from viscous drag.

friction,

4) seepage pressure of percolating

3) intergranular pressure due to capillary tension,

The literature on the subject indicates that

2) buoyancy in the saturated state which. reduces

driving force for slope failure,

timber harvest (specifically clcarcut logging) may lead to

in slope conditions. Surface disruption has a direct effect

on soil moisture conditions, which influence slope stability

accelerated mass reovement (Gray, '970). Widespread surface

However, direct observations and theorotical considerations

in at least the follOWing four ways (Varnes, 1958):

decrease in evapotranspiration and interception by trees are

disruption associated with timber harvest, incluaing road

construction and related activities, effects major changes

loci of infiltration because of surface disruption, and a

In other words, an increase in soil moisture, especially

saturation, decreases slope stability. Changes in rates and
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infiltration rate is reduced rather than increased by

surface is covered with roads, skid trails, layouts, or

a

the

the

oral

\linter,

that

involves

First~

Thus, timber

Survey,

suggests

minor.

logging

Geol.

runoff conditions during

u.S.

subjec t

Janda,

Sampling of aerial photographs of. tractor

(R. J.

Tractor yarded clearcut

Redwood Creek basin is probably

that the soil is saturated for a time each

precipitation patterns in the Redwood Creek region are sueh

incrcased soil moisture following timber harvest in the

tremendous amount of road construction, including main haul

most damaging activity involved in timber harvest (Swanston,

1970). In the H.J. Andrews Experimental Forest during the

winter of 1964-65, 72.41 of the observed mass movement

harvest probably only affects the duration of saturated

scant literature on the

frequent, low magnitude freshets.

regardl~ss of the vegetation conditions. Furthermore v the

suggest that the overall change in slope stability due' to to

85% of the ground is disturbed and that 35 to 50% of the

conditions and infiltration

~ommunication, 1973). Road construction stands out as the

yarded clearcuts in the Redwood Creek basin shows that.BO to

roads, secondary roads, and a partiCUlarly )arge numher of

clearcut logging (Bishop and stevens, 1964).

•..
areas, and 10.6% ~cre in undisturbed areas (Dyrness, 1967).

landings

skid trails.

eventR were road related, 17.0% were associated with logged
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to road construction.

Ther are

showedwhich

Examples are foun~ along

surcounding slope.th(~than

Thes~ failures are deeper seated and more

Highway 299, and other areas

stable configuration:

stable

2) Large scale, small displacement slumps covering an

1) Slumps or earthflows which \ generally begin above

the road and continue to the foot of the slope.

evidence of instability or older. landslides p['ior

area both above and below the road, by which the

stress distribution is slightly altered to a more

Good examples are found along the main haul roads

The second type of road related failure is the

I ntheRe<hw 0 () Cr e E.~ k 1.> a ::; in, t:h r e e bnsic t y p cs 0 f

on the slopes adjacent to Redwood Creek, ~long

under saturatcc1 condition$. Roads in the upper Tom r'lcDonald

less

and the greater the slope the more cut and fill is required.

The fill r:i1es are generally uncompacted, pecmeahle, alld

to Re~wood Cr~ek ~rQvide many excellent examples of fill

slop0. roads are construct.ed by the "cut and fill" m(,~tho(1,

stress dist. r.i btl U.on of the slo pe by the cut and fill

road related slope failures ~cre observed. First, most mid-

failu['es.

result of the disturbance of the stable or quasi-stable

operation.

Cree k a rid. Hi no[' Creek basi ns, and along the slopss adja cent

susceptible to failu("c, often hy sluruping r particularly

extensive than fill failures. Tva types are common:
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the roads on the south sido of Coyote Creek,

north of Count's Hill Prairie, and along Chezem

roail (010. Highway 299 .. which is adjacent to the

Jle~1 highway). This t.ype of failure generally

occurs in areas which appear stable before road

construction.

Perhaps the most important type of road

associated slope failure in terms of sediment production is

the failures related to road drainage and stream crossings.

Road construction disrupts natural drainage patterns and

exposes significant amounts of unvegetated soil. Gullying

(primarily of skid"trails) in some tractor yarded areas in

Humboldt County has eroded sedi~ent equivalent to 6 to 7·:

inches per 100 yea~s averaged over the. wbole area

(Wahrhaftig and Cox, 1972). Even where roads are well

drained, the runoff is freguently concentrated, cau$ing

s~~ere gullying downslope. Rapid ~ully erosion is extremely

c9nducive to landslide gully feedback mechanisms. In

addition, a large number of ravine and small tributary

crossings are provided with inadaguate culverts. In many

cases these culvert crossings amount to little more than a

dam with a hole in it (Hicks and Collins, 1973). The

culverts often become 'plugged, and the water backed up

be hi nd the "da mit ca n ei ther over top it and wash itawa y, or-'

create seepage forces sufficient to cause the fill to fail

by slumping (Hicks and Collins, 1970), or hy' piping.. In
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A large earthflow on thp. upper slop~ adjacent to

The

lowernarI"OW

the earthflow was

the

ofportionupperThe

not, become active until the road was built.

Creek.

did

narI"OW lower portion i~ landslide n~~ber 55.

Red wood

rilearly active on ~lder photography, but
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Road d~ainage from lIigh .... ay

!
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299 has been
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of the dam. The impottance of rising water table conditions

ea:"i11'relativelybecan

jams in the Redwoofr Creek basin are composed almost entirely

Log jams are a naturally occurring phenomenon, but many log

erosive torrent of debris-laden water which can undercut the

transported to the strl?3.ms and accumulate in large log joms.

side slopes of the drainage way.

Large amounts of discarded timber, slash, and

other organic debris are of len by-products of logging. On

of occurrance of log jams. These log jams can contribute to

steep slopes this debris

of sawed logs, bridge suppo~ts, and other logging debris.

Thus, timber harvest has appar.ently increased the freguency

89

aggradation behind the jam, followed by collapse of the

of the wreckage o~ a log bridge, is a good exaIDpl~~ Second,

to the soil by the root net\lork of trees are other factors

obstruction can create a highly erosive tOLrent that can
-

undercut one or both df the stre~mside slopes downstream.

Third, a raised water table behind the temporary dam can

slope failure in three ways. Fi~st, the log jam can deflect

removal of toe support of the slope. The log jam at the

south boundary of Redwood National Park, composed_prImarily

the ztream current against the stream bank, resulting in the

lead to high pore pressure in the adja6en~ banks, followed

hy rapid drawdown and high seepage forces after the collapse

in slope stahility has been documented by Lane (1967).

The weight of the trees and the strength imparted

either case the fill may fail rapidly and result in a highly
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controlling s]opn stability that arp obviously affected by

timb~r harvest (See Figure 21). The root network of trpp~

creates a supporting and binding effect in the soil (Dishop

and Stevens, 1964; Gray, 1970; Hicks and Collins, 1970).

The gradual decay of tree root systems following logging may

explain the time lag eften observed between logging and npy

landslide activity, especially shallow slides and debris

avalanches (Bishop an~ Stevens, 1964). The importance of

root support in the Redwood Creek area is bolstered by

several indirect observations. Many of the landslides on

slopes adjacent to Redwood Creek involve the sliding of

root-bound blocks and are guite shallow (approximately root

depth). These landslides commonly have sharply defined,

scalloped ·head scarps, suggesting small cohesive slide

blocks. In addition, although other factors are also

involved, this type of shallow landsliding is more prevalent

in the Douglas-fir dominated forests in the upstream ~reas

of the Redwood Creek basin. Redwood trees, whose root

systems remain alive after cutting, progressively decrease

upstream.

The weight of the trees can be divided into two

force components: one normal and one parallel to the slope.

The normal force is a compactive force and increases shear

resistance, while the parallel force is a shear force and

increases the driving force. Many of the slopes adjacent to

the stream channels are about 45 degrees,' and on such slopes

the nor~al and p~rallel forces are about equal. Houever,
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the normal force does not have as great or as direct an

effect on slope stability as. the parallel force does. The

normal force is most effective for shalloy. slides and

avalanctes, and least effective for deep-seated slumps.

Thus, the removal of the trees decreases both the shear

force and the shear resistance (Bishop and stevens, 1964;

HicKs and Collins, 1970), but the extent to which these

decreases balance eachother is not known.

Finally, increased fluvial erosion, especially

gullying, following surface disruption by timber harvest can

lead to stream aggradation, diminished channel capacity, and

undercutting of streamside slopes. The details of this

process will be discussed with the effect of floods.

A summary of the factors influencing the stability

of a potential landslide is presented schematically in

Fig ure 21.



Driving force := 'i'.'::;T-:; ... ~·ri;rt + Hl'H - "l~r;

r

21. Schematic summary of slope sta~illty fnctors.
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cs=cohesion of the soil
~=stress normal to the surfae!

As=lnternal friction of soll
At=area of the tree roots
As=area of the potential

failure surface

Resistive force =SASt dAt

=5AS
t dAt

-l----==r-=s====-====· - r~

I I
I I
I I

I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I
I

/'
~H =seepage force
;Wt = weight of the tree
IW~=driving weight of the
,. soil and pore "later
lWJ=resisting weight of the
J soil and pore water
~r =radius of curvature of
I the failure surface
~!~moment arm of H
)rt=moment arm of Wt
rrs=moment arm of -W._ s
jr~=rcoment arm of Ws
~u =pore pressure
{St=shear strength of the
::' tree roots
~Ss=shear strength of the soil
f =cs+(<t-ulA-<s
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The impact of large floods of high recurrence

interval on slo~e stability results largely from the removal

of lateral support from the lower slopes by large volumes of

high velocity water. The large percentage of landslides

along the lower slopes of the Redwood Creck basin that are

on the outside of strea~ bends that were obviously undercut

by the stream is evidence of the importance of flood erosion

in triggering landslides (See Appendix I). A lar.ge

proportion of the total sediment load of the rivers of

northwestern California is transported by large infrequent

floods. For instance, during 10 days of high flow during

the 1964 flood, the Eel River carried about 1.5 times its

sediment discharge for the entire previous 7 years (Brown

and Ritter, 1971). Flood-triggered streamside landslides

probably account for a large amount" of of the stream

sediment load during floods. Additionally, field

observations of stream-eroded landslide debris resting on

older flood gravels provide direct geomorphic evidence of

the ability of flood waters to remove material frem the toes

of the lower slopes.

In many cases, the high sediment load carried by

streams during f100ns reinforces the tendency of the

to erode thpir hanks and lover slopp.~. r.easurements



tributary creeks

water level of

of the lo\! \later channol elevations at gagillg stati.ons for

North Coast streams show that Il'ost of the streams, including

Redwood Creek, experienced net aggradation during the 1964

flood (Hickey, 1969). In addi.tion, indications of large

amounts of recent (less than 15 years old) aggradation were

observed in many places along Redwood Creek, inclUding:

1) 19 feet of gravel deposition hehind the log jam at

the south boundary of Redwood National Park

(Gerald LaRuo, u.s. Geol. Survey, or.al

communication, 1973), (See Figure 22),

2) high, coarse, unvegetated·gravel bars on one or

both sides of the stream, and

3) the entrance of gravel-choked

higher than the present 10\:1

Red wood Creek.

Local residents report that Redwood Creek has raised and

widened its bed over the last 25 years, and the stream bed

appears wider on the 1972 photographs than on the 1947

photographs. Large amounts of aggradation diminish the

channel capacity of a stream and raise its bed,

strengthening the tendency for erosion of the lower stream

side slopes. In some cases, rapid aggradation has caused a

sudden shift of the channel, known as channel avulsion. 1n

several locations along Redwood Creek, aggradation

associated with major floods, followed by channel avulsion

ora gradual displacement of the stream, has shifted the

thalweg directly up ag~inst the valley side slopes. In the
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sharply deflected the stream against the Ip.ft bank •

up
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Redwood

thalweg

of

The jam itself has

boundarysouth

Aggradation behind the jam during the 1972

active earthflow at right.

The log jam ~t the

Park.

the

National

against

flocd (off the picture on the left) shifted the
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Bull Creek ba~in, a tributary of the South Fork of the Eel

River, large amounts of aggradation follo\ling timber harvest

and the 1964 flood have increased the tendency for stream

ba n k Po rosion (Zinke t 1966).

Tributary streams also carry high sediL~()I1t loads

during major floods, and deposition tends to occur at the

mouths of the tributari8s. Side stream alluvial fans often

deflect the current of the ~ain stream against the opposite

bank, increasing the tendency for bank erosion and removal

of toe support of the louer streamside slopes. Large gravel

fans were deposited at the mouths of Tom McDonald Creek,

Bridge Creek, Snow Camp Creek, and several other creeks

during the 1972 flood; it appeaTs that these fans are slo~ly

being removed by moderate flows following the flood event.

An additional effect of floods on slope stability

is the high seepage forces in the lower stream side slopes

resulting from rapid draw~own after the flood peak. Studies

in the Eel River basin indicate that this mechanism was

important during the 1964 flood (Lorens, Dwyer, and scott,

1971). Comparison of aerial photographs taken in June and

August, 1973 and in March, 1972 show that 26 new landslides

adjacent to Redwood Creek either first appeared or increased

in activity during the intervening time period. Because the

1972 photographs were taken after the 1972 flood peak but

while the creek was still at flood stage, and because the

winter of 1972-73 was extremely dry, these 26 landslides may

have developed during the recession of the 1972 flood waters
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under the influence of high seepage forces. Floods can also

decr0dse slope stability simply by raising the vater table

and increasing pore pressure, vhich usually decreases shear

resistance (Lane, 1967). The stage of Reduood Creek, ~hich

dirpctly affects the pore pressure and seepage forces in the

adjacent slopes, varies by more than 20 feet.
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Timber harvest and oajor floods both have a

negative effect on slope stability, and their co~bined

effect is especially deleterious. Widespread ground

disturrance resulting frem timber harvest increases the

impact of floods in a number of ways. First, large amounts

of sediment eroded from the disturbed land increases the

tendency for aggradation, channel avulsion, and deposition

of side stream alluvial fans. Data compiled by Janda (1972)

from several paired - basin studies in the Redwood - Douglas

Fir region indicate that secl.iroent yields frolll 'l!lrO~OeQf

clear-cut, cable yarded drainage basins was initially 3.3 to

B.2 times greater than from undisturbed control basins; and

that road construction can initially increase sediment yield

2.5 to 109 times that of an unroaded control basin. Second,

the decreased infiltration rate in cutover land (Dishop and

Stevens, 1964) increases runoff rates and leads to a higher

flood peak. Recent studies indicate that on permeable

soils, such as are found in the Redwood Creek basin, most

runoff results from pr~ci~itation falling directly

va ter courses a 11d ,ont 0 small areas neat: the water

where the vater table intersects the land surface

and· Black, 1970). This "partial area" contribution

enhanced in cutover areas where runoff rates
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are greateI:' an<l wheI:'<? there is more gullying. The badly

eroding cutover areas in cany parts of the basin show

abundant evidence of gUlly development and soil erosion.

TimboI:' harvest effects runoff principally by

increasing the annual runoff and the peak flows of low

magnitude floods early in the rainy season (Rothacher,

1970). The reduction of evapotranspiration and j.nt8rception

by the trees following timber harvest increases tile soil

moisture in cutover areas. Thus, more precipitation is

converted to runoff in the cutover areas than in forestca

areas vh~re more soil moisture storage is available. The

ground disturbance associated with timber harvest also

creates many locations where the water flowing through the

soil can r~turn to the surface, c[e~ting ~aturated 8rea~

wbich increase the "partial area" contributions to runoff.

However, these effects occur only when the soil is

not saturated. Most of the major floods in the North Coast

area occur under saturated antecedent conditions, and all of

the literature on floods agrees that the eff~ct of timber

harvest on these floods is minimal (Zinke, 1965; Rothacher,

1970).

Gully development on cutover land is obviously

enhanced by the large amounts of runoff associated with

major floods. Deep gullying distur.bs the stress

distribution of a slope and increases the chances of slope

failure, especially debris avalanches or flowS. Many

examples of debr.i~ nval~nches or flows initiated by fail~re
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of gully walls were obsc~veJ, especially in the upp0r Mino~

creek tasin, on the east side of Badger's Poak, along the

Klamath - Korbe]l road ill the Panther Creek area, a.nd in

many places in the upper basin (SGe Appendix I).

Flood runoff fron; land that llns recently been

subjected to ti~ber harvest may transport large guantities

os coaree oI:'ganic debris ( liLuhs, bark, bLoken tops,

splintered logs, etc.). Often this organic 0ebris

aceu Inllia tes in d I:'ainag e ways and is su bs~qu~ntly flush~'d out

by floed runoff, causing highly erosive debris torrents

(Bishop and stevens, 1964). Undercutting by these debris

torrents often leads to failure of the side slopes of the

drainage way. Failure of the side slopes may propagate

upslope; leading to debris avalanches or debris flows. In

addition, transpoI:'tation of logging debris increases the

chances of fOI:'mation. of log jams in the largeI:', lower

gradient channels.

Even well designed road culverts often prove to be

inadaguate to handle the large volumes of runoff during

extreme floods, and culverts that are adaguate to handle the

volume of water are often plugged by flood-transported

debris. As discussed earlier, the resulting culvert

failures can cause major slope and road failures.

The combined effects of floods and timber harvest

involve a continuum cf interrelated fluvial and slope

proccss0.s. For example, indications of all gradations

between gullies, debris torrents, debris flOWS, and debris
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av~lanches ~crc observed in the Redwood Cr~ck basin. TIle
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For example, a landslide adjacent to the

and

mechanisms that proliferate any inuividual slope or channel

become cumulative and particularly destructive.

disturbance.

number of feedbaCK loops results in the propagation of any

is a schematic representation of the possible feedback

reinforcement or positive feedback orcurs, the effects

sequence,

slope or channel disturhance through a complex of processes.

channel may contribute a large number of trees to the

in turn, may deflect the stream against one bank, causing

undercutting of the slope and a new landslide. The large

effects discussAd above usually occur in combination or in

,stream, which may subsequently form a log jam. The log jam,
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Timber harvest 8111 extreme floods have both played

major roles in the recent large increase in landslide

activity on the lower slopes adjacent to Redwood Creek.

Major difficulties exist in attempting to assess the

relative importance of these two factors. The fact that the

effects often act in conjunction or in comhination,and

involve complexly interrelated processes is the major

difficulty. Other problems result from the time lag

associated with many processes, including the decay of root

systems, transportation of sediment and debris, progre~siv~

slope failure, and gully development.

Evidence that suggests that timber harvest was the

most important factor in the increase in landslide activity

includes the fcllowing:

1) Some areas, particularly the area above Snow Camp'

Creek, did not experience major disruption until

after they were logged, even though they bad

experienced r.ajor floods bef9re they were

harvested (See ~ppendices I and II).

2) Other ar~as (Redwood Creek in the Devil's Creek

Panthp.r creek area, Minor creek, and several

unnamed tributaries in the upper basin)

experienced much more damage during floods



floods

dir-ectly

includes
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immediately after they were logged than during

subsequent floods or during floods occurring

before they were harvested.

3) Road related slope failures, possibly the rna jor

impact of timber harvest (Swanston, 1970), often

require only saturated conditions and moder.ate

runoff, which occur almost every winter.

4) Removal of root support folloving timber harvest is

independant of floods and appears to be

important, especially on slopes greater than

about 30 degrees (58%) and in areas of non

Redwood vegetation.

S) Iocr-eased "par-tial ar-ea" contribution to runoff on

logging disturbed lands increases the severity of

frequently occurring moder-ate floods.

In contrast, evidence vhich suggests that extreme

than timber harvest have been more

responsible for the increase in land~lide activity

the following:

1) The major changes in slope activity in the basin

occurred on the lover slopes adjacent to the

stream channels.

2) Figure 24 and Table 8 indicate that the number of

landslides per mile of channel in logged areas

has remained approximately equal to that in

unlogged arp.~s, and both have incr~ased at about
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LANDSLIDES ADJACENT TO THE CHANNEL OF REDWOOD CREEK

of slides Hi les of coverage Slides/mile

3 4 1 2___1_ 4 1 2 3 4

21 0 3 24 69.4 0.0 12.2 81.6 0.30 0.00 .24 0.29

28 0 3 31 82.2 0.0 12.0 94.2 0.34 0.00 .25 0.32

93 26 3 122 80.2 21.4 13.4 115.0 1. 16 1.21 .22 1.06

125 137 4 266 48.8 52.8 13.4 115.0 2.56 2.59 .30 2.31

90 164 3 257 32.8 68.8 13.4 115.0 2.74 2.38 .22 2.23

92 206 4 302 29.2 72.4 13.4 115.0 3.15 2.85 .30 2.63

1973 85 225 5 3;5 28.9 72.2 13.4 115.0 2.94 3.09 .37 2.74

(l=in timber. 2=in cutover land. 3=along the floodplain or

low, untimbered terrace. 4=total.)
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--in timber
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----average, including flood plain and untimbered

terrace

24. Landslides per mile of channel along Redwood Creek.



the same rate from 1947 to 1973. In addition, as

directly related to the amount of water present,

4) The severity of mcst of the effects of logging is

107

and

landslide

floodbetween

Observations of

The closer spaced photography25) •

of 1973, the volume of material contributed to

much more landslide activity occurred during

between 1970 and 1973 indicates that most of the

Redwood Creek Fer mile of channel by these

landslides vas about the same in logged (13,900

cubic yards per mile) and unlogged (13,200 cubic

triggered by removal of toe support by stream

adjacent to the channel of Redwood Creek were

intervals which included a major flood than

erosion. (Appendix I).

of floods.

Figure

and thus is greatly aggravated by the occurrence

during intervals which did not (Table 9 and

landslides occurred during or immediately after

debris mixed with flood gravel is also indicative

landslide events.

of a close association

the flood event.

yards per mile) areas.

3) The majority of the landslides on the slopes

5) Although the distribution of landslides in time is

limited to the intervals between photography,
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COMPARATIVE LANDSLIDE ACTIVITY

'36-47 '47-58 '5A- 66 '62::73_~70-72 '72-73

increased 2 15 60 57 98 22 -

same 62 91 94 167 143 248

decreased 9 7 28 57 16 14

total in

both years 73 113 182 281 257 284
,~.

~... .new 8 63 165 29 13 4'k·No•r·
it
lNO. total 81 . 176 347 310 270 288

:fs ..
increased 2.7% 13.3% 33.0% 20.3% 38.1~ 7.8%

'(;;

same 85.0% 80.5% 51.6% 59.4% 55.7% 87.3%

decreased 12.3% 6.2% 15.4" 20.3% 6.2% 4.9%
'(

INomber/year

increased 0.18 1.36 7.50 14.25 49.00 22.00
{:"

~!No./year new 0.73 5.72 20.62 7.25 7.50 4.00
}-'

J::

~"/year
.-

increased 0.25% 1.21% 4.12% 5.75% 19.05% 7.80%
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'72-7.3

'72-73

'70-72

'70-72

'66-70

'66-70

'58-66

'58-66
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§
z
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Figure 25. A: Number of new landslides per year along the

channel of Redwood Creek.

B; Number of landslides which increased in size

or activity along the channel of Redwood Creek~
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Table 9 and Figure 25 also give some indication

of the effects of the individual floods. The number of new

landslides per year rose sharply from 1947 to 1966 with a

peak between 1958 and 1966. 'Ihereaf ter it fell sharply from

1966 to 1970, rose slightly during 1970 to 1972, and fell

again from 1972 to 1973. The number of existing landslides

which increased in size or activity rose sharply to a peak

in 1972, followed by a drop between 1972 and 1973.

By 1972, most of the areas prone tothe recent storms.

These data are interpreted as follows; the 1953

and 1955 floods initiated the large increase in the number

of landslides and partially c~ntributed to the unstable

conditions leading to the impact of the 1964 flood, which

had the most deleterious effect on slope stability of any of

landsliding (old landslides, unstable areas, outsides of

stream bends, etc.) had already experienced some slope

failure, so that the major impact of the 1972 flood was the

increase in size or activity ~f many of the pre-existing

landslides. These data also indicate that the sequence and

concentration of the floods added to their individual

effects.

Tables 8 and 9 and Figures 24 and 25 contain

important evidence that floods have had the most direct

influence on the large increase in the number of landslides

adjacent to Redwood Creek. However, these data are limited

to some extent by the inequities in scale and coverage of

the photography from various years, so that the areas
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compared are not exactly the same. The 1936 photographs, in

particular, cover only the lower, less active portions of

the basin. There are also minor gaps in the 1947, 1970, and

1973 photogr~phy. Comparison of the "flood less" time

periods between 1936 and 1947, and tetween 1966 and 1970 for

landslides that were covered in all four years demonstrates

that, while there were many more landslides present in the

latter period, the number that increased in size or activity

was approximately equal to the number that decreased through

both periods. Thus, the information obtained from the two

,.periods is comparable; it apFears that the gaps· i.n ·the

photocoverage do not seriously affect the conclusions

reached from the data in Tables 8 and 9 and Figures 24 and

25.
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A comparison of the maps depicting mass movement

features made from 1936-47 and from 1972 aerial photographs

indicates that the most important change in mass movement

activity was the large increase in the namber of landslides

on the lower slopes adjacent to Redwood Creek and its major

tributaries. Because the major changes between 1947 and

1972 in basin conditions which control slope stability were

an unusual number of extreme floods and an increase in the

intensity of timber harvest, these two factors are probably

responsible for the observed change in mass movement.

Evidence presented in this study indicates that

although both major floods and timber harvest have played a

major role in the large increase in the number of landslides

on streamside slopes, the floods were the most important

factor. The fact that the namber and volume of landslides

per mile of channel in logged areas has remained

approximately equal to that in unlogged areas, and that both

have increased at about the same rate is a very strong

argument for the major role of extreme floods. Although the

number of landslides is not in itself convincing, the

volumes of these landslides per mile of channel" vas also

about the same for logged and unlogged areas (13,900 and

13,200 cubic yards per mile, respectively),. as of 1973.
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However, timber harvest has been an integral part

of the conditions which led to the increase in landslide

activity. Locally, timber harvest~ay be the determining

factor in an increase in slope activity; the section of

Redwood Creek above Snow Camp Creek is a particularly good

exa~ple. The effects of timber harvest are more subtle and

less direct in contributing to slope failure. Nonetheless,

by acting through an interrelated complex of processes, the

impact of timber harvest on slope stability is far reaching,

particularly when combined with floods. The important point

is not so much which factor has had the greater effect, but

that the combination of extreme floods and timber harvest is

particularly destructive to slope stability, in this region.

ftany areas were observed in the Redwood Creek basin that

"survived" either timber harvest or a major flood alone, but

vere devastated by the combination of the t~o. The effects

of the combination of timber harvest and major floods

probably are much greater than the sum of the individual

effects of each one separately.

The importance of the combined effects results

from the interrelationships, reinforcement, and positive

£eedback that exists among slope and fluvial processes. Any

disturbance on the slope or along the channel is likely to

propagate through a whole series of related events. A major

flood' not only produces both slope and channel disturbances,

but creates settings in which those disturbances are

propagated mQre rapidly and to a greater extent than usual.
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simila rly, tim her harvest is often responsible for both

disturbances, and creates conditions which

vorsen the impact of floods.
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